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Gravity falls cipher answers season 2

sambidex: gravity falls: the animation of fans of lost legends (via legravityfalls) omg ok hichi other was blown away from that history of pines!? There are a lot of beautiful little things hidden during the course of this episode and we intend to discover them! First of all we have just intro, at the moment when
the image of bill is flashed, a message backwards, telling us that our key today is a vigenére cipher. our key to said cipher in this episode is nothing but “sex”! if you take the cryptogram shown in the final credits, of “TIZOLHAJSIW ckmmwzpmkq: gly KJGBH” and apply the keyword “Sixer” with the
vigenére cipher, you get. lol omg backup multiple universities really tried! the mystery ofgravity: it is as if you were right there at the panel sdcc 2015 (via mistrel-fox) well, at the moment we are all chilling to prepare for the long period until gravity returns. because we wait let discuss an egg of pasqua alex
hirsch has slipped into the most recent mind blowing episode! Let's see the FBI car with mabel and dipper inside the accident, with nothing too suspicious, just a normal car with a normal plate, right? Right? Did anyone else notice those plates on the FBI cars? three plates of three different cars, all with
the same string of characters. coincidence? I don't think so. It seems that this is a Easter egg. a little hirsch joke hid us with our neighborhood friend the cipher caesar. this can bemeans our friends in the government have a secret identity! I'm not kidding. It is supposed to read by saying “government” with
a strong accent of new york, perhaps also similar to what grunkle stan! ok, then we know how when dipper and mabel hate blacklight on the diary, we see tips for a cesare, an atbash and a cipher a1z26. the cipher of cesare given starts with x for a, y for b, z for c, and so on, the letters that are moved
three places to the right. and our code at the end, on the newspaper page? we have “4-16-15-6-4-25 25-19-23-6-5 23-10-20 10-9-1 16-19’5 22-23-21-13 // 4-16-19 11-25-5-4-19-6 15-10 4-16-19 11-25-5-4-19-6-25 5-16-23-13” Now here we need a special thing to translate this child. We'll have to oate a
combination of three codes. It's right, ladies and gentlemen, you've read well. We will have a combination of three codes, all that have been shown directly to us in the episode! if you call back to the black diary page, there were three ciphers: a caesar cipher, a cipher atbash, and an a1z26. It's time. Time
to go. Okay, first, we're gonna turn these numbers into letters and do it with a cipher a1z26. is a very simple cipher to be oare and can do for a lot of fun! all you have to do is exchange each number for its corresponding letter in the alphabet. So, for 1, you make the first roundof the alphabet, A, and for 2
we would see the second letter of the alphabet, being B. For 3 he exchanged in a C, and so on. Later, our first number 4 translates into the fourth letter of the alphabet which, as I am sure, we can all agree is the letter D. The following number, 16, translates into P, 15 to O, and if you continue to go we
start getting some groups of letters. And if we continue, we also get more groups of funky letters - Thank you. I must love that shit look in gibberish The most exciting thing about shit lookin gibberish is to know that it is ISNT gibberish!! Later, we're going to consult our other bae, Caesar Cipher... The
variation of Caesar Cipher that the diary gives us under Dipper's black light is +3, so that's what we will use. Being +3 just means that it is moved over three places. So, A=D, B=E, C=F, and so on, so on! So we start applying it to our funky letters groups and see what we get. So, “but hey,” you might say
“it doesn’t seem like words yet!” but oh!!!no no, my friend, it’s not, not YETsee, if we continue, we get a little something like this and when we continue to go, we get a little more for that second half and NOWTHE FINAL COUNTDOWN STEP. To put these groups of final funky letters through a Cipher
Atbash. Ciphers Atbash are loady fun, its all backwards, literally As you pass all A for Z and B for Y and C is exchanged with X and so on. Everything changesnow, you make your decision to be the final law of the region that we are exploiting everything you have seen for this you have made observations
for the exploration of your cloth because herewegowordswordswordswordswordswordscapital exclusion PO,INTSGOSH has just had to rhyme too good, it is not when gravity falls is ocited in 2012, what seemed in a first moment only a gong show It became a show that boasted one of the most complex
plots ever come from disney xd, with twist after twist adding up to show why the city of gravity falls was so strange. even only a riwatch can show how showrunner alex hirsch had planted clues to help experienced viewers solve the plot themselves - or just to have fun - during the entire race of the show.
here are ten hidden clues and references that will blow your mind and show you how smart it is to set the series is when you look at gravity falls. and in case it is not clear, under there are spoilers. 1. the Stan War or while this is a smaller clue, in the second episode of the series, “The legend of the
Gobblewonker,” stan has twins edge of an old fishing boat destroyed called stan or’ war. While spectators probably did not pay attention to this at first, we actually see a different stan or war again in the second season “Tale of two Stans”. Stanford/Stanley's origin episode shows twinson an abandoned
boat and giving it the same name while planning to go into adventures in it. No wonder because stan desperately wants to go on a fishing trip with children when he never had the chance to with his brother. 2. blendin was here as we saw in our introduction to blendin blandin in “Time Traveler’s Pig”, the
recurring character with the crazy voice can travel anywhere in time. This is something he does often, which ultimately leads to his arrest at the end of this episode to break the time traveling code of conduct. the fact is that blendin can be seen throughout the series, even before the audience meets it. for
example, he showed in the background of three episodes before his introduction in “Time Traveler’s Pig”: as part of the audience in “Headhunters”; looking at old man mcgucket in “The legend of the Gobblewonker”; and hiding in the bushes in the first episode of the show, “Tourist Trapped”. you can also
see the words “Blendin was Here” written on the wall that stan breaks to find the O’War stan in a “Tale of two Stans”. Apparently, it seems pretty accurate. 3. a lot of ‘Rick and Morty’ Easter eggs s/or mabel and dipper! — @rickandmorty alex hirsch and rick and morty co-creator justin roiland are good
friends in real life — which explains why both cartoons made references to each other. examples of this include the episode rick and morty “Morty’s mind Blowers” where onethe gravity memories stored in the rick encounter room are labeled “Stanford” and “Bill C.” another is an image of bill cipher, which
appears on the computer monitor in the episode “big trouble in little sanchez,” and the mug of stan, the note block and the pen – which were sucked in a portal in the episode gravity falls “society of the blind eye” - which will ocirà from the same question Well, it's not confirmed. but according to justin
roiland, because of infinite reality, “Everything is canonical”. Take this for whatever you want. @curvethechicken are canon in a self-contained alternative reality. infinite reality. Everything is a canon. — @justinroiland 4. cryptograms from “Not what you see”. one thing that makes gravity falls more
enjoyable is that, unlike when you look at another show, you have to do some investigation to get the full experience. during his journey, the show added in cryptograms and other mysteries that gave spectators a more interactive experience. What are cryptograms? Well, have you ever seen the symbols
of words or letters at the end of each episode? Those symbols are actually messages that either make for some really good trivia or prefigure something that is going to happen later in the show. For example, the code above, described in the second season episode “Not what he Seems,” is placeda shot
of the younger Stanley and Stanford Pines, and says “The Original Mystery Twins”. Another is the final cryptogram in “Boyz Crazy”, which are the numbers “ 8–1–16–16–25 14–15–23, 1–18–9–5–12?,” which means, “Now, Ariel?” This is a reference to Hirsch making an episode with the childhood
obsession of the twin sister, Lance Bass of NSYNC, as the voice of all five members of the pop band Sev'ral Timez. (According to a Tumblr post that has deleted, it was, in fact, happy). 5. The opening of itself While at the beginning the opening of “Gravity Falls” seems to be just a beautiful introduction
with an eye-catching theme, it turns out that it is full of prefiguration. Returning to the cryptograms, the one present in the theme of opening says “Stan is not what it looks like”. This is a recurring theme on the show, as it shows that Stan hides something already in the first episode, when he enters a secret
room. Not to mention that the Polaroids of the opening sequence present all the bad guys that twins meet on the show, including the witch of hands, the gnomes, the monster of Summerween, Gideon, and once again Blendin Blandin. (Alex Hirsch makes an appearance behind the witch's hand - not that
he's a villain, but the many tears of the show make you wonder. ) Then there is the quick scene in the intro where Dipper, Mabel, and the other objects in their room begin to float, as if gravity - get it? — was suspended. This is exactly what it is.It happens in the episode “Not what it sees”, so this part of the
intro is, in fact, to announce the continuity of the show. There is actually a more important cryptogram that appears in the opening theme - or, in this case, instructions on how to solve them. At the end of the theme you can feel a whisper, that fans decod (by hearing it backwards) to find a way to
understand cryptograms. There are three different whispers in the first season - and others in the second - with the first whisper saying “three letters back,” the second says “switch A a Z”, and the last said “26 letters”. It’s quite disturbing, but it shows Alex Hirsch’s attention to detail, and he senses his
most sharp fans in some of the secrets of the show. 6. The Zodiac While the opening is full of so much symbolism that a whole story can be written on it, another important thing to note is the zodiac that flashes briefly on the screen at the end. I can, at first, feel like just a little creepy, a second shot, makes
a return to the final like Weirdmaggedon, when Ford reveals the symbol as a way to defeat Bill. If you really had to watch Zodiac before the episode, however, you will immediately see the connection that all the characters had to each other. For example, the question mark on Zodiac clearly represents
Soos, who always wears a question mark shirt, and occasionally sports a question mark costume while working at Mystery Shack. The llama andStars are both Mabel sweaters sewn designs worn, while the pine represents the Pines twins and the hat Dipper wears. The symbol on Stan's hat also appears,
as well as Robbie's broken heart bonnet icon. From the beginning, the show was telling us that these characters had a special bond between them, a bond that would then save them from the bent monster to ruin their lives. 7. Agent Trigger and Agent Powers As Blendin Blandin, we are first introduced
into Agent Powers and Agent Trigger in a second episode, in this case the second season “Scary-oke”. The two agents make it clear that they are also interested in investigating the mysterious activity in Gravity Falls, which becomes quite clear once their presence is known, since you can actually see
them hidden in the background where the twins are largely of the show. They hide behind the playbills during the Mabel show in “Sock Opera”. They are taking a walk to the mall in “Soos and the real girl”. I’m behind the car of Soos in “The Society of the Blind Eye”. They are at the music festival of “Love
God” (with a guest appearance of two members of Sev’ral Timez). They're everywhere. 8. A serious ‘Twin Peaks’ Influence Spoiler alert for Twin Peaks. If you're a fan of Twin Peaks and Gravity Falls, it's not hard to see the similarities between the two. From the red room in the restaurant Gideon brings
Mabel to their appointmentthe strange tad resemblance leads to the special agent of the FBI Dale Cooper, the inspiration is clear. (not to mention that all references to stan be “not what seems” form a great reference twin peaks.) at the same time, there are a lot of similarities between the odyssey of the
cooper agent and that of the twin pines. As a cooper, twins face a possessive dark entity that wants to control the world. both cooper and dipper pines hold the same dangerous curiosity about the city they found, and usually brings both in trouble. who knows – if twin peaks gets an animated adaptation,
perhaps there will be a crossover. 9. bills everywhere just like agents and blendin, bill cipher, the main antagonist of gravity falls, is hiding in full view on the whole place of the series. a particularly spectral instance of bill's presence comes when it appears as a reflection from the window of red stained
glass in the attic of the mystery shack while dipper is reading the magazine. also appears on the back of a gaming card in “Irrational Treasure”. this is long before we are made aware of his wickedness, and even once we are, he continues to make appearances in the second season in a similar way.
appropriately, one of the whispers of the opening sequence changed during the arc of weirdmageddon a bill saying “I’m looking at you nerds.”(Fun fact: once the series ended, alex hirsch invited fans to participate in ahunting to find a real statue of bill cipher located in oregon.) cipherhunt — _@alexhirsch
10. number 618 finally, number 618 is another feature of recurring background seen throughout the series. the main production code of the show is g618; the number of prisoners of stan in “Not what he Seems” is #061800, the mystery shack is located at 618 gopher road, and the introduction page in
journal 3 is dated 18 June (6/18). Also during the special “Old Man” McGucket’s conspiracy corner marathon run, the segment titled “6–18” told him about a recurring number that haunted his dreams, which comes from a “creature from another dimension”, and that all the characters of the show are “only
drawings on a page”. the importance of these three numbers? are the birth date of alex hirsch and his twin, Ariel—whose summer with their big-aunt (or graunty) lois in his cabin in the woods inspired the show. What else could we expect? do you have a hidden clue that has not been mentioned on this
link? let us know what clues you have taken in the comments. thanks for reading the dot and line, where we talk about animation of all types. do not forget about this article and follow us on twitter and facebook. facebook.
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